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Abstract 

This Master thesis aims to investigate the portrayal of refugees in the Swedish media during the 

refugee crisis in autumn 2015, specifically from Aug 1
st
 – Dec 31

st
. Three Swedish newspaper 

are utilized in order to perform a Content Analysis and these are the following: Dagens Nyheter, 

Aftonbladet and Sydsvenskan. Furthermore, this study aims at, with help from the newspapers, 

try to explain the sudden fluctuate, that appeared during the refugee crisis. In order to understand 

how the refugee crisis were interpreted in the light of media, editorials and news articles were 

analyzed and concerning theoretical framework, two relevant theories were applied to highpoint 

the analysis section, Agenda Setting and Framing Theory. The findings from this study, with 

regard to all selected articles showed different nuances, e.g. that the presentation of refugees in 

the media was somewhat based upon a less unfavorable perception whilst other articles had 

various aspects but a compact focus on how the Swedish government and its measures were 

taken into account, concerning the refugee crisis, in autumn, 2015.  

 

 

Keywords: Refugees, Human rights, Swedish media, Agenda Setting and Framing Theory    
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Chapter 1. Introduction  

“It is not just a lack of humanity on the news agenda or a matter of luck or a 

matter of caring more about some people at the expense of others. We need a 

broader lens to see what really is going on”. 
1
  

The `refugee crisis` is not a new `social` phenomenon that the world has observed. If you may 

think that Europe has a refugee crisis, you´re not looking carefully enough. 
2
 Take a look at e.g. 

Syria, Palestine, Jordan, Afghanistan and Somalia among many other countries with its 

disconcerting history. One thing these mentioned countries share in common is that the reason 

that have affected their previous history is predominantly due to civil wars that have persisted 

there, for long periods and is remained an issue, not least in Syria. 
3
  

 

In 2015, during autumn, whole Europe underwent, as stated by the EU, the worst refugee crisis 

since World War II. According to an estimate from International Migration Agency, (IOM) 

between January and August of 2015, more than 350 000 migrants and refugees were registered 

at EU's borders. Throughout last year 280 000 were registered. 
4
 Sweden was one of the 

countries that showed noticeable solidarity towards refugees and initially took a significant 

responsibility in welcoming the refugees into Europe. Questions that raised awareness about the 

refugee situation got highlighted extensively in the Swedish media, as well as in the newspapers, 

year 2015. This study shall therefore focus on how the newspapers, specifically; Dagens Nyheter 

(DN), Aftonbladet (AB) and Sydsvenskan (SydS) reported the situation from Aug 1
st
 – Dec 31

st
. 

The thesis also intends to investigate whether there is any kind of connection between the media 

agenda and/or changes in the public opinion regarding the Swedish media´s view on refugees 

throughout the whole autumn period, with reference to the sudden reversal. It is of importance to 

acknowledge that the refugee issue is likewise regarded as a political matter in this area.  

                                                           
1
 Egeland, Jan, Where the media fails on the reporting of migrants and refugees, 

http://www.theguardian.com/media/greenslade/2015/dec/17/where-media-fails-on-the-reporting-of-migrants-and-

refugees, retrieved on 2016-03-31 
2
 Caryl, Christian, If You Think Europe Has a Refugee Crisis, You're Not Looking Hard Enough, 

http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/02/02/the-weakest-links-syria-refugees-migrants-crisis-data-visualization/, retrieved 

on 2016-02-20 
3
 Greek, Maria, Syrien, www.sakerhetspolitik.se/Konflikter/Syrien/, retrieved on 2016-05-18 

4
 Kleberg, Carl-Fridh, Därför flyr de till Europa just nu, http://www.expressen.se/geo/carl-fridh-kleberg/darfor-flyr-

de-till-europa-just-nu/, retrieved on 2016-04-19 

 

http://foreignpolicy.com/2016/02/02/the-weakest-links-syria-refugees-migrants-crisis-data-visualization/
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60 million people are displaced worldwide, today. Every day, around 42 500 people must leave 

their homes as a consequence of war, conflicts, repression and human rights violations. During 

autumn 2015, where a large amount of people was fleeing and many of the refugees came to 

Europe, however an interesting statement is given by Pieter Bevelander, professor of 

International Migration at Malmö University:  

 

“Although the media's cameras right now are directed towards Europe, it should 

be remembered that it is not rich Western countries that most refugees seek out. 

The biggest myth is perhaps that there are so many people coming to Europe”. 
5
 

 

Nord & Strömbäck discusses in their book about risks and crises whereas “the media is 

frequently viewed as the main source of information about politics and the society available for 

almost all people, and therefore the choices of which news editorial that should be addressed and 

how it should be alerted could possibly lead to major consequences for both human perception of 

reality as their opinions, risk assessments and ultimately behavior”. 
6
   

Nonetheless, the refugee crisis has reached and become a current issue throughout Europe with 

many different case situations. The media has reported the situation and brings up both positive 

and negative aspects of the large flow of refugees.  

 

1.2 Aims and purpose  

Given the fact that the refugee crisis; within an European context has begun to be considered 

lately as an accurate topic in the essence of universal human rights, to acknowledge about the 

recent incidents in different countries, e.g. in Sweden that received a lot of attention from the 

media concerning the refugee crisis and its impact on the society. 

I am primarily interested in how the media coverage took place in the Swedish platform during 

autumn 2015, regarding the refugee policy but also how refugees and their rights are to be 

observed. I shall therefore focus on the contents of three Swedish newspapers, namely: 

                                                           
5
 Kleberg, Carl-Fridh, op. cit, www.expressen.se, retrieved on 2016-04-19  

6
 Nord, Lars & Strömbäck, Jesper, Hot på agendan: en analys av nyhetsförmedling om risker och kriser, 

Krisberedskapsmyndigheten, Stockholm, 2005  
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Aftonbladet (AB), Dagens Nyheter (DN) and Sydsvenskan (SydS). The aim is definitely not to 

label the media in a particular way but rather to analyze how the media can highlight different 

perspectives from an interpretation of the refugee policy from its own context as well as to 

understand how all the information perceived that is given out from the media, and the motives 

for the certain responses.  

 

1.3 Research questions 

As the research topic is quite extensive and may have its own challenging, but interesting view, 

this thesis shall therefore raise the following research questions: 

 How does the Swedish media relate to the occasions during autumn in 2015, in the arena 

of refugee politics and refugee’s rights?  

 “From a warm openness towards refugees to a collapse of the Swedish political 

reorientation”. How can one explain the portrayal of refugees as well as to how it 

changed, in the media?  

 

1.4 Primary materials  

The main priority shall be based on articles/journals from the three selected newspapers in 

Sweden. It will be those of editorials (the newspaper expresses its ideological position), whereas 

they may argue, e.g. regarding the Swedish refugee policy, as well as news articles (journalists 

write journalistic reports and articles), in short, what the media choose to cover as news.  

I shall utilize the newspaper from Skåne (Sydsvenskan), as it was there that the `system` 

collapsed at first, in Sweden, during autumn 2015. It could also be of high interest to observe and 

analyze what the media covered from these specific events.  

So, after thoughtfulness, with the background of each newspaper, I decided to use Dagens 

Nyheter (DN), Aftonbladet (AB) and Sydsvenskan (SydS), where two newspapers are based in 

Stockholm whilst the latter mentioned is from South part of Sweden, Malmö. All selected 

newspaper supports a typical political standpoint, Aftonbladet as Socialdemocrat and Dagens 

Nyheter as independent liberal as well as Sydsvenskan inclined by the bourgeois political 

supremacy. By choosing the stated newspapers, I aspire to collect an in-depth and broader 

understanding of what and how the media essentially reported about the events during autumn, 
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specifically from Aug 1
st 

– Dec 31
st
.   

 

1.5 Secondary materials 

The focus shall be on well-known writers of books that have its significance of this research but I 

am going to be open for most resources as I would like to achieve a broad and non-biased 

dimension throughout the study. For example, I shall utilize The media and political process by 

Eric P. Louw and Human rights and a changing media landscape by Thomas Hammarberg. 

More additional books, as in other relevant books, shall indeed be put as I write the Master 

thesis, for example Att förstå religion (To understand religion), by Carl-Henric Grenholm and 

Haven or Hell? by Joly, Danièle. Additional sources that may be utilized are other relevant news 

articles, journals, debate articles and such.  

 

1.6 Methods and limitations  

The methodology framework proposes to investigate how the refugee crisis, with respect of the 

Universal Human Rights, are viewed from the Swedish media and its influences on the public 

sphere. Due to a high curiosity and I also reckon that it would be interesting to see a state like 

Sweden´s validation and its respond to refugees in the aspect of media. I shall make use of 

different articles from the media, throughout the thesis and have a comprehensive description of 

each article before an analytical discussion. So, when analyzing the empirical data, 3 - 4 

analytical questions shall be made, in order to get a better understanding and receive `exact` 

information from each article. The questions that will be asked are the followings: 

 

- In what ways did the media report about the refugee situation during autumn, 2015? 

- How does one evaluate the proposals for stricter border control? 

- How do the media understand the application of refugees’ rights to seek asylum? 

Nevertheless, the newspapers shall be analyzed, hence to function as guidance when interpreting 

the empirical data from each newspaper and to subsequently analyse and discuss the potential 

outcome. The study ought to focus on a justifiable platform with no characteristics of any form 

of biased foundation.  

Limitations arise where I make sure not to focus much on an international level as I think that an 
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international approach would not give justice to the aims of the study, as well as I would like to 

highpoint a non-biased perception based upon European media discourse. I have thus chosen to 

look upon at refugee policy and its presentation from a Swedish standpoint, with regard to the 

occasions from autumn 2015.  

As mentioned earlier, this paper has the aim to increase understanding of how the refugee crisis 

is portrayed in the Swedish media. I wish to investigate how the media coverage of refugees is 

being perceived from three Swedish newspapers and how the relationship between refugees, 

Swedish media correlates with each other, in the essence of Universal Human Rights. In this 

study, the analytical tools are going to be initiated with a method, namely referred as content 

analysis, (CA).  

Content analysis: is a scientific method of analysis that is used to make conclusions about certain 

contents (texts), when referring to mass communication, for example news articles. 
7
  

A more clarified description of content analysis is mentioned by Grenholm, in his book “To 

Understand Religion”. However, Grenholm mentions the concept as conceptual (1) and 

functional (2) analysis of ideas. An idea analysis of texts can therefore be of two types, as 

mentioned above, depending on what its purpose is. 
8
 However, in this study I shall impartially 

try to explain how the Swedish media interpret the potential changes during the period of autumn 

2015, Aug-Dec.   

The purpose of using conceptual of analysis is different reasons; to describe and clarify the 

content of a text and to clarify the text´s logical structure. The third purpose is to determine 

whether the statements contained in the text is acceptable and to examine whether the content of 

the text is reasonable. 
9
 Important notice; no assessment shall be made, nor reasonableness of 

what the newspapers provide, throughout the study.  

If we go back to CA, content analysis, it can be made with different levels of abstraction. Either 

one can see to the manifest content, that is, the directly expressed in the text. This style is 

common within the quantitative aspect. Another option is to analyze the latent content which 

means that the researcher makes an interpretation of the meaning from the text. It is argued that 

there will always be some form of interpretation of a certain text however the text itself can be 

                                                           
7
 Nygård, Mikael, Innehållsanalys and Diskursanalys, http://www.vasa.abo.fi/users/minygard/Undervisning-

filer/Inneh%C3%A5llsanalys%20och%20diskursanalys_MN.pdf, retrieved on 2016-05-02 
8
 Grenholm, Carl-Henric, Att förstå religion: metoder för teologisk forskning, Studentlitteratur, Lund, 2006, p. 213 

9
 Op.cit, p. 213-214 
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more or less deep. 
10

 

The media dynamics is in constant change, there is no certain immovability, I therefore find that 

content analysis is, without a doubt, the most appropriate method in this study, as its focus is 

specified within a certain period (autumn 2015).    

 

1.7 Theoretical framework 

In order to meet the purposes of the study, two theories of relevance will be used extensively 

when I analyze the content of the newspapers, in depth. It is considered to apply the following 

theories; Framing theory and Agenda setting theory. These theories are relevant to this study, as 

the focus will be on analyzing the media, its power strategy as well as to how the news contents 

is written and in what ways.  

 

Framing Theory: is a theory that is well defined by Erving Goffman and is stated as followed: 

“The concept of framing is related to the agenda-setting tradition but expands the research by 

focusing on the essence of the issues at hand rather than on a particular topic”. The groundwork 

of framing theory is that the media focuses its attention on certain events and then places them 

within a field of meaning. Framing is, in this way, an important topic as it can have an immense 

influence and therefore the concept of framing expanded to different organizations as well. 
11 

In essence, framing theory proposes that how something is presented to the audience (referred as 

“the frame”) influences the choices people make about how to process that specific 

information. Frames are as well abstractions that function to establish or construct the message 

meaning. “The most common use of frames is in terms of the frame the news or media place on 

the information they convey”. They are thought to influence the perception of the news by 

the audience, in this way it could be construed as a form of second level agenda-setting – they 

not only tell the audience what to think about (agenda-setting theory), but also how to think 

about that issue (second level agenda setting, framing theory). 
12

 Lastly, it is the media that 

creates the frames from the information that is provided from, say, a news article. This is 

normally a choice by journalists with full consciousness about their selection – in this case; a 

                                                           
10

 Nygård, Mikael, www.vasa.abo.fi, op. cit. 
11

 Goffman, Erving, Framing Theory, https://masscommtheory.com/theory-overviews/framing-theory/, retrieved on 

2016-04-22  
12

 Goffman, Erving, www.masscommtheory.com, op. cit. 
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frame refers to the way media as gatekeepers organize and present the ideas, events, and topics 

they cover. 
13

  

 

Agenda Setting Theory: is also a suitable theory when it concerns the media´s role of this 

particular context. Framing theory is in various ways connected quite closely to Agenda Setting 

Theory, as both have its concentration on how the mass media draws the public´s attention to 

specific topics – in this way they (the media) set the agenda.  

The theory was first put forward by Maxwell McCombs and Donald Shaw, 1972 in Public 

Opinion Quarterly. They initially proposed that the media sets the public agenda, in the sense 

that the media may not exactly tell you what to think, but the media may tell you what to think 

about. In their first article where they brought this theory into light, McCombs and Shaw as put it 

in the explanation as: 

   

“In choosing and displaying news, editors, newsroom staff, and broadcasters play 

an important part in shaping political reality. Readers learn not only about a 

given issue, but also how much importance to attach to that issue from the amount 

of information in a news story and its position. In reflecting what candidates are 

saying during a campaign, the mass media may well determine the important 

issues—that is, the media may set the “agenda” of the campaign”. 
14

 

(In this study, if one is to assume Agenda Setting Theory, the `candidate` in this case would be 

the expertise from different newspapers, whilst the word `campaign` would stand for the refugee 

crisis).   

McCombs and Shaw continued to write on agenda setting at great length, they have produced 

many articles and research on the various aspects of the theory. Ever since their introduction of 

Agenda Setting Theory, there has been a surfeit of investigation regarding its uses, and so now 

there exists an extension of the theory, known as `Second Level Agenda Setting`. This theory is 

proposed to put its application to the news media, even if, in some cases the theory has been 

                                                           
13

 Ibid.  
14

 McCombs, Maxwell & Shaw, Donald, Agenda Setting Theory, https://masscommtheory.com/theory-

overviews/agenda-setting-theory/, retrieved on 2016-04-22 
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applied to other areas of the media and messages which they transfer to audiences. 
15

 

 

1.8 Previous research  

It is stated that early media studies have focused mostly on the use of mass media in propaganda 

and persuasion. However, journalists and researchers soon looked to behavioral sciences to help 

figure out the potential effect of mass media and communications on society. Researchers have 

developed several of approaches and theories to figure this out. 
16

    

So, after reading a few scientific papers, I found that there is reasonable earlier research on the 

topic `Refugees and the media`. From the DIVA database, the substances around refugees and 

media have been discussed from several of angles by researchers. The studies that I found are 

most relevant and similar to my Master thesis are presented below. Then a number of points are 

followed, whereas the results of each study concerning refugees’ and their application in the 

media are summarized.   

 

1. “How is the new reality reflected?” - A Quantitative study of Dagens Nyheter and Aftonbladet 

news reporting during a historic humanitarian situation.  

- The purpose of the study was to examine how Dagens Nyheter and Aftonbladet news reported 

on the refugee situation during two periods in autumn 2015 and to explore possible links 

between the newspapers' agendas and changes in the public opinion. 
17

  

2. “Refugees in the Swedish press” - A Comparative discourse analysis of the Swedish media 

portrayals of refugee flows in the 1990s and 2010s.  

- The study aimed to explore the changing media depictions of refugees during the Balkan 

conflicts in the 1990s and the conflicts in the Middle East in the early 2010s. 
18

 

 

3. “The power relationship between `established Swedes` and `refugees`” - A Critical discourse 

analysis of the "refugee crisis" in the Swedish newspaper media.  

                                                           
15

 Ibid.  
16

 Lule, Jack, Understanding Media and Culture: An Introduction to Mass Communication, v. 1.0, 

http://catalog.flatworldknowledge.com/bookhub/reader/3833?e=lulemedia_1.0-ch02_s02 retrieved on 2016-04-20 
17

 Lundquist. Alexandra & Sahlin. Kristin, Hur speglas verkligheten?: En kvantitativ studie om Dagens Nyheters 

och Aftonbladets nyhetsrapportering under en historisk humanitär situation, Mid Sweden University, Bachelor´s 

thesis, 2015 
18

 Lindqvist, Robin, Refugees in the Swedish press, University of Linné, Bachelor´s thesis, 2016 
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- The purpose of this critical discourse analysis was to increase understanding of the discourse of 

the so-called "refugee crisis" in the Swedish newspaper media during September and October 

2015. 
19

  

 

4. “Among the refugees are no heroes” - A Qualitative content analysis of Dagens Nyheter's 

portrayal of refugees in autumn 2015.  

- The aim of their study was to increase awareness of the portrayal of refugees in Swedish media.  

Through a strategic selection the researchers chose six news articles published during the fall of 

2015 that depicted various refugees’ destinies. 
20

 

    

 The results of each studies showed that (1.) the newspapers frequently reported about politics, 

integration and immigration in Europe during the first period, while newspapers reported less 

frequently in the second period, but usually on the same subject in the first period, however in 

Sweden. The reporting was often written from a political point of view. 
21

  

(2.) The result of these studies showed that xenophobia has been more accepted in the Swedish 

media during the last decades. This is also shown through the chains of analogy where the phrase 

`refuge` is related to words with more negative association in 2015 than during 1992. 
22

  

(3) The refugees are portrayed as a considerable threat to society as a whole. The refugees 

themselves are often spoken of in a dehumanizing fashion, for example in metaphors of 

uncontrollable waves. In a few cases the refugees are portrayed in a more personal fashion. 

These are however unbalanced and stereotypical. 
23

  

(4) Dagens Nyheter tends to portray refugees in a relatively generalized way, where different 

categories of refugees are similarly portrayed and no refugee gets the role of a hero. They are 

portrayed in a way that makes them look like they are subordinate to aid organizations and 

authorities and as if they are in need of help. However, children and elderly tend to be 

                                                           
19

 Gottfridson. Emelie & Lukkarinen. Mari, The power relationship between established Swedes and refugees, 

University of Södertörn, Bachelor`s thesis, 2015  
20

 Pasic. Dejana & Söderberg. Cecilia, Among the refugees are no heroes, University of Linné, Bachelor`s thesis, 

2015 
21

 Lundquist. Alexandra & Sahlin. Kristin, op. cit. 
22

 Lindqvist, Robin, op. cit. 
23

 Gottfridson. Emelie & Lukkarinen. Mari, op. cit. 
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discriminated since they in many cases are being excluded or assigned a subordinate role 

compared to other categories of refugees. 
24

  

What is `new` research within my Master thesis?  

Regarding similarities with my premeditated research, as it was found, the majority of all studies 

had examined during a definite period, to be exact: autumn 2015, whereas the refugee crisis 

disposed to be more emphasized. Nonetheless, from a comparative view, there are few points 

that are different within my study. For instance, I shall make use of three different (other) 

Swedish newspaper and try to examine how refugees, in the essence of Universal Human Rights, 

are to be viewed from the media. When it comes to application of theories I shall apply a similar, 

if not more relevant theories (Agenda Setting Theory and Framing Theory). The function of the 

previous research reported on this chapter shall serve as a basis for comparison and possibly as 

an introduction to certain concepts that are frequent throughout this study. I have therefore 

chosen to focus on the current flow of refugees, particularly during autumn 2015, as I believe 

that media reports on this highly topical subject has not yet been critically analyzed towards a 

greater extent. 

 

1.9 Disposition  

The first chapter concerns brief information about the Purpose and what Research Questions this 

study intends to examine. Then, a short description of the Methodology, Theoretical framework 

and what has previously been researched is introduced, regarding the topic of media and 

refugees. The second chapter relates to the UNHCR´s Refugee Convention and introduces 

central definitions and gives a discussion of its relevance to the rights of refugees. The third 

chapter refers to the chosen theories, Agenda Setting and Framing Theory and these are in turn 

described in correlation with the media´s view. Chapter four and five is the Analysis part, 

whereas it contains the editorial articles and news articles from 3 Swedish newspapers. Chapter 

six shall have its focus on the second research question and in chapter seven the Conclusion is 

presented. Lastly, all the references are listed in the Bibliography.  

 

 

                                                           
24

 Pasic. Dejana & Söderberg. Cecilia, op. cit. 
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Chapter 2. The Refugee Convention  

In July 1951, a conference was held in Geneva that adopted the Convention relating to the state 

of Refugees (1951 Convention), which was later modified by the 1967 Protocol. These 

documents clearly stated of who is a refugee and the kind of legal protection, other assistance 

and social rights a refugee is entitled to receive. In the beginning, the Convention was more or 

less limited to protect European refugees in the aftermath of World War II; however the 1967 

Protocol expanded its scope as the problem of displacement had increased around the world. The 

1951 Convention also defines a refugee’s obligations to host countries and identifies certain 

categories of people, such as war criminals, who do not qualify for refugee status. 
25

  

Nevertheless, before going any further, one must accordingly know the definition of what 

refugee means in a comprehensive term. According to the 1951 Refugee Convention, as 

rewritten by Jastram & Achiron, the definition of a refugee is signified as following:    

“Someone who is owing to a well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of 

race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political 

opinion, is outside the country of his nationality, and is unable to, or owing to 

such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that country”. 
26

  

The definition of refugee as stated above, implied in the 1951 Convention is thus a universal 

definition, in the sense that it is not tied to time or place. 
27

 From a critical point of view, it is not 

comprehensive. It is limited very noticeably to people in fear of oppression, where this 

oppression must be related to religion, race, membership and nationality of a social group or 

political opinion. 
28

 The author further states that in addition the refugee must somehow 

individually justify fear of oppression. The criteria are thus both subjective and objective. 
29

  

Nevertheless, there exist many different declarations and conventions but one may question how 

much these documents actually give aid, support and human rights to refugees in the practical 

context.   

                                                           
25

 UNHCR, The 1951 Refugee Convention and its 1967 Protocol, http://www.unhcr.org/4ec262df9.html, retrieved 

on 2016-04-22  
26

 Jastram, Kate & Achiron, Marilyn, Refugee protection: a guide to international refugee law, Inter-Parliamentary 

Union (IPU), Geneva, 2001, p. 9 
27

 Joly, Danièle, Haven or hell?: asylum policies and refugees in Europe, St. Martin's Press, New York, 1996, p. 7 
28

 Joly, Danièle, op. cit, pp. 7-8  
29

 Joly, Danièle, op. cit. 
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“Over the years since its creation the Convention has remained the main instrument used in 

Europe despite the limitations of its definition, evidenced as the nature of refugee movements 

changed world-wide. The debate on the definition of refugee is mostly developed in relation to 

the causes of their departure”. 
30

 For example, the case with asylum-seekers, it has become clear 

that they do not meet the 1951 criteria who none the less need protection. Among those who 

have reached Europe, victims of generalized violence and wars are one major category; there are 

also victims of indiscriminate human rights violations, women, deserters and war resisters. Joly 

stresses that so far, these cases have been treated in many different ways. 
31

 

When dealing with topics concerning refugee and its policy, I believe it is significant to work 

upon a well-defined classification, as the obvious fact is the lack and need of a European 

instrument that shall define refugees and lay down provisions for their status, treatment and 

rights. 
32

 

According to Joly: “Western European states do not have a completely free hand in deciding 

whom to admit with regard to refugees as they are signatory to Conventions to which they are 

bound”. 
33

 She further discusses that the decision to grant refugee status will therefore be guided 

by the terms of the definition as to who constitutes a refugee. 
34

 An interesting divergence is 

brought up, regarding the status of a refugee and a migrant, whereas it is defined as followed by 

Joly:  

“A migrant is a person who, for reasons other than those contained in the 

definition, voluntarily leaves his country in order to take up residence elsewhere. 

He may be moved by the desire for change and adventure, or by family or other 

reasons of a personal nature. If he is moved exclusively by economic 

considerations, he is an economic migrant and not a refugee”. 
35

 

 

I believe it is of importance to bear both of these definitions in mind, throughout this 

thesis paper.  

                                                           
30

 Joly, Danièle, op. cit, p. 142 
31

 Joly, Danièle, op. cit, pp. 9-10 
32

 Joly, Danièle, op. cit, p. 16 
33

 Joly, Danièle, op. cit, p. 1 
34

 Ibid.  
35

 Joly, Danièle, op. cit, p. 5 
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The 1951 Convention and its definition of refugees expressed a particular historical reality and 

were the culmination of a process which began after the First World War. 
36

  

More than 1 million refugees came to Europe in 2015, according to the International 

Organization for Migration, with more than half coming from Syria”. 
37

  

Sweden is known for being a country with openness for migrants and it is informed according to 

statistics from OECD that Sweden received the most amounts of asylum seekers (7918) year 

2014. 
38

  

Although the definition in the Refugee Convention has been utilized by international 

organizations, like the United Nations, the concept is still to be misunderstood and is often used 

incompatibly in everyday language. For example, it is claimed that media stories often confuse 

refugees with people migrating for economic reasons, (economic migrants), and persecuted 

groups, persons that remain within their own country and do not cross an international border 

(internally displaced persons). 
39

 

According to Ruthström and Svensson the economic motives for fleeing, considered by 

International principles is not an acceptable reason for giving a refugee a personal sanctuary. 

Both authors further declare that the difference between, so-called economic and political 

refugees can to some extent be blurred, not only for the refugee himself/herself, but as well as for 

the officials and politicians who must assess whether a person should be regarded as a refugee. 

Knowing the fact that only the definition itself of a refugee is difficult, possibly lead to a greater 

understanding of how terribly difficult it is when discussing about the refugee crisis as a whole. 

Just as the authors mention about the difficulty with a clear refugee definition, it has created 

many of the problems and conflicts that unfortunately dominates today`s refugee situation and 
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the public debate. Not infrequently the asylum seekers are rejected on the grounds that they have 

fled, with the purpose of getting a better (luxurious) life. 
40

 

If we look back at the other example, persecuted groups, the reasons for persecution can be 

found from of one of the five grounds listed in article 1 A (2) of the Refugee Convention: race, 

religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion. Persecution 

based on any other grounds has not been considered. 
41

 So, according to writings of Human 

Rights Education Associates (HREA):  

Race is used in the broadest sense and includes ethnic groups and social groups of common 

origin. Religion also has a broad meaning, including identification with a group that tends to 

share mutual traditions or beliefs, as well as the active practice of religion.  

“Nationality includes an individual’s citizenship. Persecution of ethnic, linguistic and cultural 

groups within a population also may be termed persecution based on nationality”. 
42

 

“A particular social group refers to those people who share a similar background, habits or 

social status. This category often overlaps with persecution based on one of the other four 

grounds. It has applied to families of capitalists, landowners, homosexuals, entrepreneurs and 

former members of the military. Political opinion refers to ideas not tolerated by the authorities, 

including opinions critical of government policies and methods. It includes opinions attributed to 

individuals (i.e., the authorities think a person has a certain political opinion) even if the 

individual does not in fact hold that opinion. Individuals who conceal their political opinions 

until after they have fled their countries may qualify for refugee status if they can show that their 

views are likely to subject them to persecution if they return home”. 
43

  

Asylum - What about the right to seek asylum? When is a refugee no longer a refugee? 
44

. What 

rights do refugees have, in accordance with The 1951 Refugee Convention?  

Firstly, it is of importance to know the difference between a refugee and an asylum seeker. Even 

though the definition may differ from country to country, depending upon the country´s 

jurisdiction, so from the source from unesco.org “asylum seekers are people who move across 
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borders in search of protection, but who may not fulfil the strict criteria laid down by the 1951 

Convention. Asylum seeker describes someone who has applied for protection as a refugee and 

is awaiting the determination of his or her status”. 
45

 

A person who meets the criteria regarding the Convention`s definition, is namely referred as 

`convention refugee`, and has certain rights in those States that have signed the Convention. The 

main “advantage” is that a refugee has the right to seek asylum, and at the same time the State 

has no right to expel or return a refugee to areas where the person would risk persecution 

because of their religion, race, nationality and/or political opinion.  In the Convention, 

specifically Article 33, it is mentioned about the prohibition of expulsion which is referred to as 

non-refoulement, the principle of non-return shipping. However, there are two exceptions in 

which a State may actually expel a refugee: 

 

1. To a country, where the refugee´s safety is not considered to be threatened  

2. Clarifications that the refugee is only permitted to remain in the country, temporarily. 
46

 

 

If we look at asylum from a Swedish perspective, it means that asylum (nowadays) refers to 

residence permit in Sweden, for both convention refugees as well as for war drivers and de facto 

refugees. The Swedish regulation states that if a person is seeking asylum and he/she meets the 

requirements to be defined as a convention refugee Sweden cannot deny asylum unless there are 

exceptional reasons: 

1. Sweden is in danger of war, or 

2. If the applicant has been guilty of human rights violations. 
47

 

 

Another viewpoint of asylum is mentioned by the author J. Whittaker, the term “Displaced 

Persons”. Whittaker explains that “there are an estimated 4.4 million people who have been 

uprooted and dispossessed within their country, e.g. there are others in Indochina, Bangladesh, 
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Sri Lanka or Nepal, who tends to be forgotten, as the media highlights yet another crisis 

elsewhere. 
48

  The next chapter shall attempt to explain the role (influence) of media.   

 

2.1 Is the 1951 Convention still relevant in today´s world?  

Although the 1951 Convention has shown remarkable resilience over the past 60 years, the 

realities of conflict, violence and persecution continue to cause displacement. Refugee protection 

remains urgently needed by those forced to leave their countries. In fact, the 1951 Convention 

and its 1967 Protocol are the only global legal instruments explicitly covering the most important 

aspects of a refugee’s life. 
49

  

There is always a `dark side` to everything, as Whittaker explains that “in much of the 

contemporary Europe, asylum seekers are regarded as a burden on the State and as a threat to 

political and economic stability”. 
50

 Whittaker´s statement is fairly similar to what Hammarberg 

speaks of, regarding the Swedish media´s portrayal of refugees (this shall be mentioned further, 

in the next chapter).   

When discussing the relevance of The 1951 Convention, there are few criticisms that challenge 

The Convention´s actual determination. For instance, that the Convention, it does not offer a 

flexible nor a comprehensive response to the complexity and diversity of forced population 

movements that can be seen today. Another criticism is de facto that it does not convene any 

rights of assistance on refugees unless and until they reach a signatory country. The Convention 

does not impose any obligations on governments not to persecute their citizens, or to guarantee 

their safe return. 
51

 

I believe it is essential to bring the development of humankind forward and to provide a means 

of effective tools by the authentic view of the global world on a fair and non-biased manner 

regarding the refugee policy as it is dealing with real human beings.  

As long as people are to be persecuted, in any way, there shall always be a need for the 1951 
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Convention and its 1967 protocol but hopefully as a better and updated version that meets the 

criteria of today´s world. 
52

 

 

Chapter 3. Agenda Setting Theory & Framing Theory  

3.1 The concept of Media   

It is essential to draw clear lines when doing a study that interfere the concept “media”. What is 

the definition of media in this very context and how can it be explained in such a way that no 

misunderstandings are affiliated with this thesis? From a theoretical point of view, if we look at 

Marshall McLucan`s idea of media theory that is mentioned in Mulder´s book (2004), McLucan 

stated the following: The printing press is more important than any book ever printed” - that is, it 

has a greater social, cultural, psychological and political impact. McLucan also specified “The 

medium is the message” (compare with Biology with its “The survival of The Fittest”).  

By mentioning this, he meant to say that the knowledge that a medium transmits is greater than 

the knowledge that people transmit using it. 
53

 Same thing could possibly function with the 

concept of media. It is not greater until it is showcased LIVE or written in public, repeatedly.  

 

According to Louw, there are two types of media, one used by the `information rich`, the other 

by the `information poor`. A few examples are given; political elites are information rich, as they 

seek information from a diversity of media. Nevertheless, political elites also pay attention to the 

mass media to monitor what coverage they receive, as well as their opponents, and issue that 

journalists place onto the public agenda. 
54

 He further speaks of media as a power resource, 

which can be defined in many various ways. For the purposes of this Master thesis, power will 

be seen as the capacity to control people´s mind and opinions when it refers to news media. One 

example of information poor is the interaction between politicians and voters, whereas 

politicians deploy mass media to communicate with voters. Louw stresses that the above 
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mentioned distinctions are important when analyzing the relationship between politics and 

media. 
55

 I possibly will claim that politics and media go well hand in hand.  

If we look upon the word `refugee` from the media´s perspective, one may raise the question; 

what is the main role of media in this context? According to Hammarberg “the media plays an 

enormously important role in the protection of human rights. Media expose human rights 

violations and offer an arena for different voices to be heard in public discourse”. 
56

 

However, the power of the media can also be misused to the extent that the very functioning of 

democracy is threatened, as I stated earlier from Whittaker´s viewpoint, e.g. some media have 

been used to incite xenophobic hatred and direct as well as indirect prejudices about minorities 

and vulnerable groups. 
57

 In connection with the increased media reporting on the refugee crisis, 

it has led to that even xenophobic acts have become increasingly common, for example hate 

crimes, violations and threat against newly arrived refugees and people coming from ethnic 

(immigrant) background have come to be exposed more often through news channels and as well 

as via social media. 
58

  

 

3.2 Agenda Setting Theory: “grounded in agenda setting, a theory focused on the transfer of 

influence from communication media to a public”, for instance about how media coverage of 

refugees (in this case) influences public perceptions of its importance. When mass media 

emphasize a topic, the audience and/or public receiving the message will consider this topic to be 

important. 
59

 “The agenda, whether a media agenda or a public agenda, is a hierarchy because the 

included topics do not all bear the same weight”. Considerable researches have acknowledged 

that the media agenda has a substantive influence on the public agenda. This indicates that the 

media often have strong agenda-setting effects on the public. 
60

 Within political science, too, 

agenda setting is a frequently used model. Political scientists draw on it to describe and explain 

how political actors (government, parliament, political parties, etc.) determine their priorities, 
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give attention to or ignore issues, and do, or do not, take decisions or a stance concerning these 

topics. 
61

   

Media agendas - Does all news carry the same political agenda setting power? Amongst 

researchers in field of the public agenda setting, the discussion on the power of print and 

electronic media is far from steady. Few researchers assert the importance of newspapers, while 

others reply in the power of TV.  The reasons for that could be the followings; it can be 

speculated that newspapers, due to their in-depth and full coverage might be able to affect policy 

makers. Another probability could be that, e.g. politicians themselves, “due to the more flexible 

and easier processing of paper material, are personally more exposed to newspaper”, compared 

with TV news, and, therefore are more affected by newspaper rather than via TV. 
62

 

 

According to a researcher, Eilders she/he argues that in order for the media to have a strong 

influence on politics, a great similarity of the different media outlets is required. If all media 

would be able to focus on the same issue, say, refugee crisis in Europe, “frame it in a similar way 

(consonance), and if they do so with perseverance (persistence), can the media be expected to 

strongly impact the political agenda”. 
63

 But in reality, these conditions for strong media effects 

are hardly ever met. Eilders debates furthermore that most of the time, issue emphasis is 

scattered, and some issues are framed differently, and the coverage ends up to stay short lived 

and ephemeral. The most powerful media effects are, hence, probably restricted to events 

(refugee crisis) that can be portrayed by the media as pervasive crisis situations. 
64

  

 

When it concerns the research of agenda setting, many scholars agree on how to measure the 

public and the media agenda. Two other researchers claim that measures on the policy agenda 

differ from study to study more than measures of the media agenda and the public agenda that 

are fairly standard. It is of high importance to bear in mind that all political actors have their own 

agenda; some even have several of agendas that are more or less independent from one another. 

“Polities, for that matter, consist of different governmental branches, each with their proper 

logic, dynamics, competences, procedures, and interests that affect their susceptibility for media 
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coverage”. 
65

 So, when I shall analyze the different newspapers, I might find a variety of agendas 

that interrelate or act dissimilar upon each other.  

McCombs argues that the agenda of a news organization is found in its pattern of coverage on 

public issue over some period of time, whereas a few news contents are emphasized, some 

receive light coverage, and many are rarely or never revealed. McCombs further states that the 

news media have a significant influence on the content of the public agenda, and the idiom 

“setting the agenda” has become an everyday basis in debates of journalism and public opinion. I 

believe this view is vital, as I propose to analyze both editorial and news articles, written by 

different expertise (journalists). 
66

 

The influence from agenda-setting of the news media is not only limited to its focus on a 

particular issue. Within the whole communication process, the media also influences people´s 

understanding and perspective on the issues, raised in the news contents. Let us assume the 

agenda, in an abstract position, so the items that define the agenda are objects. These in turn 

could be of public issues, say, the refugee crisis in Europe. A picture is worth a thousand words, 

and the media never seem to stop using provocative pictures in order to show a narrow-minded 

view of the world. So, the object is those certain things at which the attention from the media and 

the public are focused upon. 
67

 The media recently treated the world to an example of this as the 

media marked across TV, computer screens and the front pages of newspapers the image of the 

body of a drowned, 3 years old boy, referred as Alan Kurdi, lying dead on a Turkish beach. 
68

 

So, in turn, each of these objects has many attributes, those characteristics and traits that give a 

description of the object. There is also is an agenda, for each object, that of attributes as it is 

known that when the media and the public show and speak about a certain object, “some 

attributes are emphasized, others are given less attention, and many receive no attention at all. 

This agenda of attributes is another aspect of the agenda-setting role of the news media”.  
69
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To have in mind, concerning Agenda Setting Theory, that the agenda-setting function in the field 

of media, it “implies a potentially massive influence whose full dimensions and consequences 

have yet to be investigated and appreciated”. 
70

   

 

3.3 Framing Theory: is a theory that examines the concept of frames, which has its task to “select 

some aspects of a perceived reality and make them more salient in a communicating text, in such 

a way as to promote a particular problem definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation, 

and/or treatment recommendation for the item described”. 
71

 

McCombs and Shaw, who were the researches that initially developed “the term agenda-setting, 

the influence among the news media has been viewed as evidence of an intermedia agenda-

setting process”. 
72

  

Focusing on the term framing, necessarily do not mean removal the findings of much agenda-

setting research that tends to be more concerned with which issues that are emphasized (or what 

is covered) rather than how such issues are reported and discussed. 
73

 How is agenda setting 

correlated to framing? To begin with, there are two levels of agenda setting, whereas “the first 

level is mainly focused on the relative salience (usually operationally defined as perceived 

importance) of issues or subjects”, whilst the second level examines the relative salience of 

attributes of issues”. Important notice is that some agendas of attributes are defined as ‘‘the 

second level’’ of agenda setting in order to distinguish them from the first level that has 

traditionally focused on issues (objects), although the term `level` indicates that attributes are 

more specific than objects, which is not always the case. 
74

  

 

There has been debates from various of scholars that do not agree on the view that second-level 

agenda setting is equal to framing, however McCombs has argued that in the aspect of the 

second level of agenda setting, “framing is the selection of a restricted number of thematically 

related attributes for inclusion on the media agenda when a particular object is discussed”. 

McCombs further suggests that there are several of other agendas of attributes besides aspects of 
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issues and traits of, say, political candidates, and a good theoretical map is needed in order to 

bring some structure to the infinitely different kinds of frames debated in various studies. 

Despite all the different definitions of framing that are utilized, and it seems to exist many more 

than, e.g. `agenda setting` or `priming`, it said that it is quite clear that framing has become more 

applicable in the field of communication research journals and articles. 
75

 

 

Frames can be useful to many several of aspects when it comes to messages in communication 

areas. It can also be studied by means of systematic content analysis (which shall be used 

throughout the analysis of this study) or more interpretive textual analysis. But whether framing 

is more or less similar to second-level agenda setting truly depends how framing is defined, as 

mentioned by McCombs. 
76

 Similarities between framing and second-level agenda, although 

these terms are not likely to be duplicate processes; both are more focused with how issues or the 

like, say, groups, countries, people, etc., are depicted in the media than with which issues are 

somewhat reported. Nevertheless, framing and agenda setting focuses on the most significant 

aspects, themes or descriptions of the objects of interest. 
77

 Even though both terms are involved 

with ways of thinking rather than objects of thinking, nonetheless framing does seem to include a 

broader range of cognitive process, for example: evaluations, moral, fundamental reasoning, 

appeals to principles, and recommendations for treatment of problems, compared with second-

level agenda. 
78

  

 

Two scholars, by name: Shoemaker and Reese, they have outlined a five-tier conceptual model 

concerning the influences on the formation of the media agenda. These five components 

contributing to the media agenda include the followings; media routines, individual journalists, 

organizational factors, cultural/ideological considerations and social institutions.  

Their model acknowledges the possibility that individuals, such as government officials, may 

affect the media agenda and that the cultural factors may simultaneously influence journalists 
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and their audiences. Nevertheless, the general public is not identified as a significant influence in 

the model. 
79

  

 

In order to better understand the essence of framing theory, let us shift over to another reasonable 

model, developed by Scheufele, where each component has its own function when it comes to, 

e.g. influencing the general public, as a whole.  

The figure below “conceptualizes framing as an ongoing process where outcomes of certain 

processes serve as inputs for subsequent processes”. Four processes are examined, namely frame 

building, frame setting, individual -level effects of framing and a link between individual frames 

and media frames (e.g. journalists)”. 
80

 

 

 

Figure 1. A process model of framing research. 

 

According to this model, the news contents (events) are somewhat covered by journalists 

`holding a mirror`, whereas the reflection from that certain image is showcased to the audience. 
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Hence, frames that are proposed by groups or political actors as `sound clips` are adopted by 

journalists and incorporated in their coverage of an event/issue. It is more likely that this frame-

building function of mass media has a greater for, e.g. events for which no frames have yet to be 

established. 
81

 So, ultimately, the figure evidently shows in what ways framing refers to the 

process by which people develop a particular conceptualization of an issue or reorient their 

thinking about an event or issue. 
82

 

Framing theory has become more and more fundamental to the study concerning public opinion 

and public attention, for the reason that labels framing the essence of public opinion formation, 

as it lies in the concentration or sorting out the frame of references on political issues and/or 

news contents. 
83

 As significantly stated by Rosling: “You cannot use media, if you want to 

understand the world, as the media only show a small part and call it the `world`. 
84

 An important 

notice, my intention of this study, when applying these theories is not to convince the reader that 

this is the ultimate and only knowledge of refugees that one can receive from media, but rather it 

is the selections made by media. As suggested by Rosling, it is vital to critically look upon 

information from media, by comparing, e.g. number and statistics from credible sources (World 

Bank and the UN) of different events happening, around our world. 
85
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Chapter 4. Analysis of Editorials  

To determine the relationship between media coverage and its portrayal of refugees, I rely on 

two key sources of data, editorials and later, news articles, with content analysis of each 

newspaper. These data allow me, as a researcher to assess trends in media coverage of the 

refugee crisis from Aug - Dec 2015, in Sweden, and enables to examine how the perception of 

refugees varies in relation to media coverage of the refugee crisis during autumn 2015. As 

mentioned earlier, 3 analytical questions are going to function as a guideline, when analyzing the 

news content as a whole. So, the first set of analyses involves content analysis of editorials of 

each newspaper’s coverage of the refugee crisis. When it comes to analyzing texts, Grenholm 

believes that it is not just about reproducing its content, by quoting some of the key sections of 

the text but also to interpret the text (there may be several different interpretations, depending on 

who is the writer). He further explains the importance of performing an analysis with the help of 

a well thought out `analysis language`, with its own terminology. By applying an analysis 

language, we design the terms, concepts and distinctions that we use in order to clarify the 

content of the texts we analyze. 
86

  

 

4.1 Dagens Nyheter  

The first editorial article that I read is stated as the following: “Refugees are depicted as 

ungrateful” (flyktingar skildras som otacksamma). At first reading I assumed it could be of 

prejudicial views of refugees, in general. The article refers to the incidents, saying that “the 

refugees refused to leave the bus. They had come to the Migration Board's accommodations, 

several miles outside Sundsvall. They did not want to get off and the bus was therefore 

transferred back to Sundsvall Central Station. The police were called”. 
87

 “They did not want to 

stay there, as it was too isolated. They wanted the Migration Board to pay for their journey back 

to Malmö”, stated the Agency spokesperson for Sundsvall’s newspaper. According to the writer, 

stories written like this always stimulate great interest in the public area, and if one would 

summarize reports of similar cases, it would be classified as `ungrateful refugees`. If we are to 

apply the Framing Theory, using the process model, (as seen from figure 1.), it is clearly that 
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refugees seen as ungrateful, is an input as it is an attitude towards refugees, in general, and this 

view is coming from the frame building whereas the journalist showcase this view of the target 

(refugees).  Observing it from the other theory, Agenda-Setting Theory, the weight lies in the 

fact that the article explains how the Swedish public seems to strengthen the image of refugees as 

greedy, ungrateful people demanding things from the Swedish government. For example, the 

team also interviewed many refugees who were very critical of their new Swedish everyday life: 

“I am bored. I have not received any apartment. The food is not good”. 
88

 As a reader, one will 

be skeptical of what is written, and one may also wonder what information asylum applicants 

actually receive when they cross the Swedish border. It is written that one day after, the real 

clarification was acknowledged. It had been a lack of information. The refugees thought they 

were going to destinations near Malmö, but that the bus had rolled on, for hours. Once the 

refugees understood the background, they asked for an apology: “It is really beautiful here, and 

Sweden is a fantastic country. We are very grateful towards Swedish people and the Swedish 

State”. Sweden is in some way still viewed to be such country that can manage to fix things 

immediately. The program `Uppdrag Granskning` was mentioned in the article, and it described 

unconsciously the problems that is likely to occur when traditional journalism meets today's 

refugee situation. News journalism driving force is that reporters should find errors and conflicts, 

in order to stay exciting and entertaining for the public world that reads the paper, if they find 

unthankful refugees. Very rarely is it clearly showed how many refugees would not dare to 

complain about a country like Sweden. 
89

 The media frame is highlighted as negative portrayal of 

refugees and the agenda setting, that is the most vital part, is influencing the public sphere even 

more, as it has a predetermined image of refugees, generalized image in the media that is read 

and shared by readers, may become greater, the more wordings are emphasized as the `whole 

truth` of refugees. The article is ended with: “Refugees have the right to demand a dignified 

responded spirit while Sweden has the right to make demands on those who come here. Mutual 

respect is the key”. 
90

  

 

The second article states: “Refugee children are an asset” (Flyktingbarnen är en tillgång). The 

writings lie on the view of refugee children and how they are normally portrayed by the Swedish 
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society, as a problem, rather than as an asset. `Beard children` is one concept, used by several of 

websites, as these children are trying to fool naive Swedish authorities into that they are younger 

than they are. 
91

 The frame building seems to be that refugee children only come to Sweden to 

lure its society and live on others advantages. It leads to that the reader then forgets the reasons 

of why these children have fled, in the first place - hidden agenda setting, I would challenge to 

say.  

One conclusion to be drawn from Çelikaksoys and Wadensjö previous research is that prejudices 

against refugee children is not true. They are not “expensive” to society than other groups. The 

author emphasizes that in the short term the intake of refugees is however a strain on the welfare 

systems. From a theoretical perspective (framing theory), the attributions of responsibility are 

that the costs must be shared with much more solidarity by the European countries and the 

Swedish municipalities. Resources allocated to children should go to a child. If we deal with 

refugee children wisely, they can ultimately become a great asset to Sweden. 
92

   

 

The third editorial article is written by Peter Wolodarski, and is stated as: “The refugee crisis is a 

disgrace for Europe’s democracies” (Flyktingkrisen är en skam för Europas demokratier). He claims 

that the refugee crisis has gotten worse by the EU. The refugee crisis in autumn 2015 is worse 

than what Europe experienced during 1956. This year, nearly 1.5 million people are to seek 

asylum in the EU, and the need for help is growing. 
93

 Wolodarski discusses if the EU were a 

country, how would the refugee crisis been dealt? One wants to believe it to be essential that 

asylum seekers should be received orderly and documented, just as in 1956, whereas history has 

shown that similar situations have worked in a structured way. What is the main issue, then? The 

author writes that the refugee crisis is most of all a crisis of the EU, 28 rich democracies that 

have entered into a close political cooperation and opened the borders between each country. But 

they have in turn not wanting to realize and accept the fact that a political union for a common 

refugee policy is desperately needed. 
94

 What has been done, instead? Hungary has placed barbed 

wire to prevent refugees from entering the country and the EU have turned to Turkey and urged 
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Ankara to dampen the wave of refugees, coming from East. The media frame here is closely 

related to the realistic view of the outer world. Wolodarski give inputs as an organizational 

pressure, for example by giving pressure and also solutions to the EU, of how to deal with the 

refugee crisis through full cooperation with other nations.  

 

4.2 Aftonbladet 

Karin Pettersson has written the editorial article “Time for middle government” (Snart dags för 

mittenregering), where she starts the discussion with a quotation by Teodor Kallifatides “I do not 

really understand how the refugee tragedy we are witnessing is debated as a bigger problem for 

us than for all who live through it”. 
95

 The Swedish government has declared that they 

announced border controls. The background is that the Immigration Service is unable to maintain 

order in the system. Refugee children disappear. However, the proposal is not completely 

unproblematic. It limits the freedom of movement and takes resources from the police. Border 

control creates serious practical problems for many people and can never be regarded as a lasting 

solution. At the same time, the right to seek asylum is maintained. 
96

 Pettersson argues that the 

Swedish policy needs to update their positions and understand that in the current situation it is 

required more into a practical context. The refugee crisis will dominate the political field. To 

deal with the needs, not only consensus on migration policy is essential, but also broad 

agreements regarding difficult issues, e.g. the system for their own accommodation, housing, 

education and resources to local governments. This is the central challenge that policy must deal 

with in the coming years, in Sweden. Perhaps the discussions between the parties therefore need 

to be formalized in the forming of a new government. 
97

 The agenda setting is the reformation of 

a Swedish political system, as suggested by Pettersson. She would like to see a joint government, 

from the Swedish parties and urges them to cooperate, especially in the field of migration and 

asylum issues. The frame building is the fact that the refugee crisis is causing many errors into 

the Swedish system. Therefore, the border controls, as the system is collapsing, hence the 

Immigration Service pleaded for aid. 
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Anders Lindberg has written the article that states: “No easy answers about refugees” (Inga enkla 

svar om flyktingarna). He stressed that Sweden should set as a good example for other EU 

nations. The refugee disaster in 2015 is the worst ever since World War II. For a European 

outlook, it is a systemic shock. The EU policy on asylum and external border control is still not 

built for this to work effectively. Lindberg further explains that the lack of legal channels in 

combination with racist parties that have `kidnapped` issues, have created strong political dead 

ends. To change the rules in the midst of the ongoing crisis is not an easy task. 
98

 What is needed 

to be fixed, in the short run? Lindberg suggests that the government must, together with 

authorities and volunteers, create order and structure. What is really needed is an agreement 

across the block boundary. The realistic view is that the movement of refugees will continue and 

the European Union must prepare the receiving for them, as many countries have signed and 

ratified the Refugee Convention. At the same time, the support for the refugee camps in Turkey, 

Jordan and Lebanon must increase progressively. If there is no cooperation within the EU, it will 

be a long journey before Europe will ensure that the crisis has accurately weakened and that the 

situation is becoming stable. Sweden cannot do everything, no one can. The agenda setting here 

is that refugees seem to be regarded as the main problem but in fact the actual problem lies 

within the system that is built by EU and as the EU can´t cope with the crisis, the system is 

collapsing. The frame building is focusing on the wrong aspect, as it gives out a misleading view 

of the problem to the public area. Hence, the inputs are not done in a fairly manner.  

 

Katrine Marçal has written the editorial article: “To flee is to be European” (Att vara på flykt är 

att vara europé). She debates that refugees have always existed, however before 1914, the crisis 

existed in a different way, compared to today`s problem in Europe. According to the professor 

Marrus, with modern refugee problems, he believes that the streams of people have become so 

large that it turns into political issues that must be addressed, e.g. problems that affect the 

diplomatic relations between different States. 
99

 In Europe the phenomenon encountered during 

the First World War. There were 9.5 million European refugees in 1926 and the experience of 

escaping came to define what it means to be European. Marçal is also questioning of what needs 
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to be done. She writes that the European Union needs to take steps in order to introduce a 

common asylum system.  

The way to stop desperate people from deadly truck trips through Europe is not to build higher 

fences but to ensure that the conditions for asylum-seekers are the same regardless of the EU 

country. 
100

  

Marçal also suggests that another duty that the EU should do is to open up legal routes inside a 

country. Refugees and migrants settle on death boats across the Mediterranean because they do 

not see any other options. If there were other routes to Europe, it would reduce smuggling and it 

would be easier to distribute the flow of refugees. If the EU also flew over, and orderly brought 

people, many of the neediest would have a chance; those who are children, too weak or sick to 

lift themselves over. 
101

 The agenda-setting and frame building for this article is clearly focused 

on a positive outlook, as the author has given many different inputs for different 

organizations/States as well as to the audience frame (in this case, the public sphere). By 

applying the framing theory, it is encouraged that the readers see the refugee crisis from another 

viewpoint, and de facto that is has become a political issue rather than merely about universal 

human rights. It is also important to acknowledge the asylum issue and its questions, for instance 

the rights that refugees are been given, as they are outside their own home country.  

 

4.3 Sydsvenskan 

Erik Magnusson has written the editorial article: “That is how refugee crisis became Swedish 

disaster preparedness” (Så blev flyktingskrisen en svensk beredskapskatastrof). He discusses the 

position of Immigration Board and how its long waiting times had scared away the refugees. 

Instead, the refugees preferred to seek asylum in countries like Germany, Austria and France. 
102

 

According to the Swedish Migration Board the number of asylum seekers in Sweden, during 

2015 would decline - from an earlier assumption of 80 000 to 74 000. The forecast for 2016 was 

revised down, from 80,000 to 73,000 asylum seekers. “Increased border controls within the EU 

had made it more difficult to get here”, it was said in the Migration Board's analysis. 
103

 The 

Migration Board later realized that they made a forecast miss. The authority had not seen that the 
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escape route via Turkey and Greece had just opened for the Syrian refugees. When refugees of 

other nationalities discovered that the border guard in the Aegean Sea was inactive and the prices 

for crossing fell to 1000 EUR/person, the escape route became a main option for more people. 
104

 

Magnusson mentions the information about the Migration Board that decided to open more 

asylum accommodation. He also marks the interesting turning point, from a political viewpoint. 

The Swedish Minister Stefan Löfven had earlier answered `no`, when the Moderates had called 

for border controls, “to sort out who is coming here”. Löfven dismissed the suggestion, on the 

grounds that the police had not seen such necessity. On November 12th, the Swedish government 

did the opposite. The decision on border controls took effect. The reason was not due to the 

command of the Police, but rather for the reason that the Immigration Board “favored” it. 
105

 The 

agenda-setting for this perception is the Migration Board, which has the most important assets 

and opinions, compared with any other authorities (police). The frame setting and frame 

building, as well as the inputs come straight from the Migration´s perspective, only because they 

have the advantages: dealing with refugees and asylum seekers.  

 

“Who are we that are not they?” (Vilka är vi som inte är dom?) is written by Heidi Avellan, and 

it discusses the identity formation, categorization of refugees, as an ethnic group that are not at 

all welcome to Europe, explicitly Denmark. The Danish Minister has stated as the following: 

“We do not want that Denmark stands out as so attractive that we become an asylum 

destination”, 
106

 according to a report. The attitude towards different groups has begun to be 

normalized in society. Denmark does not want to have anything to do with refugees. Several EU 

countries only want to receive Christian refugees. England wants to limit the right to welfare for 

citizens from other EU countries. In the United States, Donald Trump, eagerly wants to close the 

border for Muslims. 
107

 “The problem is no longer the immigration, but the immigrants. The 

refugees. We shall be here - not them”. To base refugees on these grounds, unquestionably show 

that most countries in Europe do not see refugees as one`s fellow man, but only a wave of 

parasites that wants to take over of any kind that belongs to Europe. Then again, one may 

wonder why all countries have ratified the Refugee Convention in that case? To be regarded as a 
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democratic and civilized country that strives for fundamental human rights? A country that has 

“respect for the law and democracy, equality and gender equality, freedom of speech and religion 

and the right of everyone to choose his life”, is not a country that turns a blind eye to problems. 

The agenda-setting here is the influence of another European country, of how that specific 

country (Denmark) is handling the refugee crisis and how their decisions can affect the neighbor 

country´s standpoint. The frame building is highlighted by further additional problems which 

seem to be derived from the refugee crisis. Nationalistic, racist thoughts and non-cooperation 

with different actors within and outside the society seem to breed more negative aspects.  

 

The last article is written by TT editorial, and the headline states: “Editorials about the asylum 

reversal” (Ledarsidor om asylomsvängningen). The article has a focus on the Swedish policy, 

which, among other things, a proposal has been prepared by one of the politicians. The 

background to the story is that the Prime Minister Stefan Löfven and Deputy Prime Minister Åsa 

Romson at a press conference on the debate about refugee policy had suggested a proposal, 

which was not very much appreciated among other politicians. The article goes on to point out a 

counterargument to this proposal, stating that “the right to seek asylum is a human right, and the 

point is that it applies regardless of the circumstance. The historical experience of violating 

human rights in crises is horrible”. 
108

 On the other hand, whereas some other politicians 

somewhat agree and states: “It is sad but unfortunately necessary decisions. The world has 

changed dramatically - and this leads to that politics also needs to change and adapt to new 

situations”. 
109

 The article finally concludes, with reference to several Swedish parties that the 

refugee and migration policy will be the Swedish government´s major challenge in the upcoming 

years, if righteous strategies and effective measures are not being put into a practical context.   

It is clearly emphasized that the proposal was not a keen idea, so the input is that there exists an 

organizational pressure, which in this case is the Swedish government. The agenda-setting is 

only based upon a one-side story, not from the audience-perspective, (public opinion). The frame 

building/inputs increase the prejudices and attitudes towards politicians of not being able to 

handle serious crises and situations.  
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Chapter 5. Analysis of News Articles  

5.1 Dagens Nyheter 

The article: “Voters are turning side in the refugee issue” (Väljarna vänder i flyktingfrågan) is 

written by Jens Kärrman. According to a research, namely as DN/Ipsos, in just one month, 

people who consider that Sweden should receive fewer refugees, has increased by 12%. The 

refugee crisis that escalated during autumn in 2015 has forced millions of people to flee from the 

war in Syria. With the help of opinion polls Kärrman writes how the Swedish people have 

reacted to the refugee issue as well as to how their standpoint changed gradually. 
110

 The opinion 

director at Ipsos, David Ahlin has observed three main factors for the sharp fluctuations in the 

refugee issue. The first explanation could be the development of the events. “The world has 

changed. The flow of refugee has increased after summer and more Swedes have noticed the 

refugee situation in their everyday lives”. The second explanation is probably the access to 

information through the media coverage, David Ahlin mean to state that different information 

may have contributed to swings in the public opinion. The third explanation for the trend of 

opinion is that all politicians are now referring and speaking about the refugee question in a 

different way, 
111

 (which is not surprising, given the circumstances). The agenda-setting here is 

the change within the Swedish political viewpoint when it comes to the refugee crisis in 2015. 

The news article has its frame building on the inputs from the poll opinions and some arguments 

given by David Ahlin. However, it is interesting to know whether media is the actual cause and 

if it really influenced the public opinion, as the polls only show the change from the Swedish 

people´s standpoints. Or, it could be that if other people read this article and grasp the inputs, it 

might possibly change their viewpoint on the refugee issue.  

 

Next article is written by Ewa Stenberg: “More and more people question themselves on how we 

can provide a decent reception” (Allt fler frågar sig hur många vi kan ge ett värdigt mottagande), 

whereas its focus is on the Sweden´s attributions of responsibility as a democratic country. 

Stenberg begin the discussion by bringing up the image of Aylan Kurdi, who received the whole 

world´s attention and sympathy for the refugee crisis.  
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The debate got people to feel and understand the refugee´s life crisis. It changed opinion towards 

a `rich` direction and got many Swedes to get involved, e.g. some became study circle leaders, 

others as bus guides and other volunteers received the refugees at the Central Station with food 

and warm clothes. It is quite remarkable to observe that where the politicians and authorities’ 

way of receiving have been inflexible and bureaucratic compared with the volunteers flexible 

and fast solutions. 
112

 The article brings up the different shades of Swedish politics and how it 

has become polarized, during 2015. Stenberg criticize the source Ipsos, in the sense that it cannot 

be easy to interpret, with all the numbers, for example, she writes: “A majority of voters want to 

receive fewer asylum seekers, but what number they had in mind, when answering the question? 

The number has been varied, from about thousand a week, during spring to at most, ten thousand 

during in a week in the beginning of November”. 
113

 So, the fact remains, some people want to 

continue to show solidarity towards refugees and provide more help, while other are and have 

been opposed to offering them protection. In between, many Swedes changed the answer during 

autumn 2015, and it is stated now that the majority wants to receive fewer refugees. The question 

is whether these voters believe that the Swedish government and its measures are adequate. The 

potential to greatly reduce immigration without violating International Conventions are not large. 

114
 The agenda-setting here is to highlight the turning points of Swedes´ opinions that have 

visibly changed during 2015. Nevertheless, the issue and the focus do not lie in the change of 

their attitude, but rather Stenberg means to say that the change lies within the change itself. By 

this, I interpret it as the potential of the Swedish government, and people´s faith in their ability to 

tackle the refugee issue. It could be that people believed that Sweden´s policy on refugee and 

asylum seekers were established enough, in order meet the system collapse and find the 

solutions. The input is given from the authorities and organizational pressures when it comes to 

acknowledging the changes. The frame building and frame setting is the hesitation from the 

Swedish government to address the issue with right amount of remedies and methods.  

 

Lastly, the third article is written by Anders Bolling: “What is now being lost will be discussed 

for decades” (Vad som nu går förlorat kommer att diskuteras i årtionden). According to Robert 
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Hårdh, a Human Rights lawyer, the right to asylum in Sweden is threatened. Hårdh stresses that 

with the Swedish government`s latest proposal, regarding the refugee policy, for example the 

message that the government is repeating, like a mantra, that “these are actions in order to 

protect the right of asylum”, it sounds false, due to the fact that the government in reality are 

limiting the possibilities for refugees and asylum seekers. 
115

 Sweden's previous stance that we 

will have an open door has changed extremely quickly, says Hårdh. He also points out to a 

harsher attitude, whereas Hårdh see dehumanization of people for fleeing, as the most serious. 

You stop talking about people who flee and begins to talk about `flows and volume`. That kind of 

rhetoric can get so much greater consequences, in the long term. 
116

 Concerning a stricter border 

control, Hårdh highly critical of the so-called `carrier liability`, which means that the 

transportation links, if the asylum seekers are traveling with the bus, or train, the companies have 

the right to check their identity documents. He further explains that Sweden cannot deny their 

attributions of responsibility when it refers to letting people process their right to seek asylum. 

The rapid political fluctuation showcase, according to Hårdh, that the government has not been 

able to deal with the issue, neither via domestic policy or within the EU circles. He also believes 

that we have not seen the end of restrictions on the right of asylum. 
117

 From the media´s 

perspective, the application of refugees’ right to seek asylum is very vague as the politicians do 

not seem to realize the gravity of it all, e.g. the Moderates require that asylum seekers are 

stopped at the border and sent back to the EU country that they first arrived. “They shift the 

responsibility elsewhere.” Problems do not vanish just because another country may or might 

“take good care” of the refugees. I believe the main issue is the implementation of all the 

Conventions that Sweden has signed for, and the rights to seek asylum are being misused and 

fully ignored. As Hårdh state: “Our leaders have committed themselves to respect fundamental 

Human Rights, because we believe they are the foundation of every rule and in every democratic 

country”. The current policies of some of the world´s richest countries show the hypocrisy and a 

total lack of leadership, 
118

 when in fact a leadership and cooperation are one of the few 

qualifications that are needed the most, during a crisis.  
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5.2 Aftonbladet 

“So unfairly distributed are the refugees in Sweden” (Så orättvist fördelas Sveriges flyktingar), is an 

article written by Joachim Kerpner and the focus is on how fairly and evenly it gets, when it 

comes to the distribution of all refugees that come to Sweden, after receiving a residence permit. 

A total of 24,412 refugees have been deployed in municipalities. Some municipalities chose not 

to receive as many refugees, for the reason that there is a great shortage of housing. 
119

 - “We 

have over 2000 people in line for our municipal housing. But we have made a new commitment 

for 2016. We are going to build four high-rise buildings to get apartments released for 

refugees”. The best municipality, Högsby, has received 105 refugees. - Högsby has a large 

reception and we see it as positive. Normally we have a declining population but not now, said 

the councilor Stihna Johansson Evertsson (C) earlier this year, according to the newspaper 

survey. 
120

 The Swedish Migration Board is trying to solve the problem with the help of several 

authorities that are involved in the deployment. The Migration Board arranges accommodation 

for asylum seekers, while the County Administrative Boards are responsible for the deployment 

of the refugees. The Migration Board hires many asylum accommodations directly by the 

municipalities. But when their rented apartments are not enough, the authority is forced to rent 

from temporary housing by private operators. These asylum accommodations can end up 

anywhere in the country. 
121

 How is the Swedish government trying to solve the problem with 

refugees and their accommodation? The government has recently made a proposal to all 

municipalities from July 1, 2016, shall be obliged to accept new arrivals. Such a law will not 

solve the housing situation for new arrivals. Instead, the Swedish Migration Board wants to have 

a completely new model, where they will not have to pay expensive to private actors. The idea is 

instead that municipalities are to agree with the Swedish Migration Board to build simple 

modular housing adapted for asylum seekers and refugees. The article is clearly showing that the 

housing system for the refugees is quite challenging. On the other hand, it is understood that the 

refugees need to be provided with accommodations and different actors are trying to create a 

model that is suitable for both parts. The agenda-setting here is the focus on building accurate 

houses for newly arrived refugees. The frame setting and frame building is the highlight on the 
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Swedish political actors trying to solve the problem, as well as, in what ways.  

 

The next article is a debate article, by Lindenfors & Seidlitz and stated as the following: “The 

measure-package must be stopped!” (Åtgärdspaketet måste stoppas!). According to this article, 

specifically the organization Amnesty International states that the government`s proposal is a 

completely new and highly restrictive refugee policy. In some parts the balance is now on the 

verge of what is legally possible. So, basically the Swedish political authorities are discussing the 

measures to take place, when it comes to the refugee policy. 
122

 The article brings up certain 

points and urges the Swedish people from having these measures executed as it is claimed that 

this shall not help the system, in the long run. Some of the points that are showcased are for 

example 1. “Say no to temporary residence permit” and 2. “Retain the right to family 

reunification”. 
123

 The main reason for these two examples, are the fact that Amnesty 

International believe, in order to grant people seeking asylum temporary residence permit could 

lead to counterproductive and hamper opportunities for integration. If a person lives in 

uncertainty about where to live their future life, it could get difficult to focus on learning a new 

language, plan to study or seek employment. It might also make it difficult for companies such as 

employment services and schools. 
124

 It is indicated that if a person, that have fled from war and 

is granted a protection, so called an alternative in need of protection, it shall, under the 

government´s proposals, not be a person who have the right to family reunification. This relates 

to the majority of applicants from Syria. Amnesty International stressed that the consequences 

would be enormous for both parts, people who have managed to escape, and for their families 

that are left in dangerous situations. This may stop the process of integration. Children are those 

who will suffer the most, concerning the difficulty of family reunification and temporary 

residence permits. 
125

 The frame building and frame setting on this article is the arguments put 

forward by the Amnesty International and the agenda-setting is the two main reasons that are 

discussed throughout the article.  

The third article, written by Staffan Lindberg and probably the most contentious one, in the sense 

that it reads as follows: “Turkey seizes hundreds of refugees heading to Greece” (Turkiet griper 
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hundratals flyktingar på väg till Grekland). The headline reads, “The EU will pay 27 billion to 

get the refugees to stay in Turkey. And money seems to have had an effect. The Turkish Coast 

Guard stopped over 700 refugees. 
126

 So, then it was official that the EU and Turkey have agreed 

that Turkey should stop the refugees before they reach the borders of the EU. In return, Turkey is 

receiving 27 billion as `aid money`. Besides the money, the EU promised Turkey negotiations 

for a membership and the possibilities for Turks to travel visa-free within the EU. The agreement 

between the EU and Turkey has already met a lot of criticism and some have stated it as a “deal 

with the devil”. Another criticism that Turkey received is that the country has not done enough to 

prevent the traffickers fatal boating. The country´s President Erdogan has on the contrary been 

accused of mistreating the refugee crisis in order to put pressure on the EU. 
127

 As it is 

recognized, Turkey is not yet a member of the EU, and one assumption could be that Turkey 

might possibly misuse the refugee crisis as their benefit, especially when the EU are vulnerable 

and helpless. It is merely a `coincidence` that Turkey had to help, given the geographic location 

and that Turkey, as a State wants the EU on their side. When referring to the stricter border 

control, Turkey may function as a border control to the EU, but where do Turkey shift away the 

refugees? Is it likely that refugees hold their rights as asylum seekers within the Conventional 

framework? Or is it an exception just because it concerns a country which is not a member of the 

EU? 

 

5.3 Sydsvenskan   

This article is written by Erik Magnusson and the headline is as followed: “Sweden was our final 

goal” (Sverige var vårt slutliga mål). The storyline is about three Afghan boys that have reached 

South Sweden, Malmö in order to rebuild their new lives. The give out the importance of 

education, and all three believe that this is what they could start off and achieve in Sweden, as 

they have good things about the country and its welfare system. “I want to go to school. I like to 

learn things”, says one of the boys. 
128

 The article notes that in the ongoing refugee crisis the 

Afghans risks to be the `big losers`. The reason for that statement is due to a time whereas Syria 

war have made several of European countries to open borders for refugees, however, it has in 
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many places been a `surprise` that the Afghans are a large group of asylum seekers. 
129

 From my 

own reflection, a critical standpoint, Afghanistan had and still have conflicts with the Taliban 

regime, and it has led to the country´s situation as it is looking today. Viewed from the media's 

perspective, the Afghan conflict is not perhaps raised as much in the media. So, from an agenda-

setting theoretical framework, some conflicts are not being elevated and the public sphere may 

then not consider it to be important. Their escape story is set at focus, and one of the boys tells of 

a long and difficult journey. As he traveled through Iran with 7 other friends, they were sure to 

always hide themselves from the police. “If the police had discovered us, they had gone to the 

attack with their batons. They had grabbed us and deported us to Afghanistan. It was a stressful 

journey through Iran. Along the way we saw many dead bodies”. 
130

 So, these 3 boys are, among 

many other Afghans, wanting to seek asylum in Sweden, and observing from the article, it seems 

like an ongoing process. They had gotten the opportunity to seek asylum in Germany (first 

asylum country), but their preference was Sweden, as they all have heard of Sweden and its 

reputation as a peaceful country. The frame building was concentrated on these boys´ storyline 

and their first impression of Sweden and how their asylum application can change their lives.  

 

The second article is also written by Erik Magnusson, from 5
th

 Oct. The subject is: “The figures 

give the refugee crisis a perspective” (Siffrorna ger flyktingkrisen perspektiv). According to the 

article 24,306 people applied for asylum, during September, in Sweden. That much people had 

not come, for a single month during the Balkan War. 
131

 So, it is quite obvious that the refugee 

crisis is enormous in today´s Europe. Nevertheless, when a comparison with Balkan war is not 

enough, the World War II is increasingly utilized as a reference point. 
132

 It is said that refugee 

flows through Europe`s is the most powerful since 1945 and that Sweden has not, during a 

specific year, the postwar period received as many asylum seekers as of now. Magnusson 

discusses the numbers and statistics of how many refugees that came to Sweden during the 

preceded difficult times of war. During that time, the borders were also limited, as the 

government closed had decided to close the border, after 5000 German Jewish refugees were 
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allowed to enter Sweden. 
133

Reading from the article, I get the impression that the structure was 

more effective throughout the earlier period of war in Europe and it seems to have been more 

important to help refugees. The focus of this article lies in the history perspective and 

Magnusson, to some extent, makes a comparison with it to Europe´s ongoing refugee crisis. 

Finally, it is emphasized that one should never relativize war and suffering. That was not the 

purpose of this article. With this numerical information, Magnusson merely wanted to get one 

thing told; even in comparison with the World War II, today's refugee crisis cannot fade away 

from its reality. The frame building is to set two war periods next to each other, and compare the 

outcomes from both sides. The reader shall, in this way, gain a clear perspective on the refugee 

crisis, as a whole.  

 

The last article is stated as: “The welfare state under pressure” (Välfärdsstaten under press), and 

is referred as a TT- article. The story of this article concerns the matter of the refugee crisis 

which has put the Scandinavian countries under pressure. The countries solidarity with the 

refugees, during autumn 2015 has increasingly challenged by concerns of how the society should 

cope with the entry of many refugees. “Conversely, the welfare states can tolerate a lot – but the 

challenge will be to get the refugees in jobs”, according to experts surveyed in a unique 

cooperation between news agencies in 4 of the Scandinavian countries. 
134

 The article is based 

upon on the notion of some migration experts in each country, that have asked the country in 

what ways the refugee crisis have affected their welfare state. In Finland, for example, there exist 

a gentle attitude towards refugees, and the Finnish government has adapted some conditions for 

refugees, by introducing lower starting salaries for apprentices as a way to bring more refugees 

into work. 
135

 In this way, Finland is aware of refugees and their unbalanced situation, and so, in 

order to make them as a part of the Finnish society, to work is one kick off for creating the way 

towards integration. Norway also share an optimistic view towards refugees, when it comes to 

work, however, depends on how many people are going, and how long it takes before they will 

work. It may be that it requires adjustments, especially when it comes to qualify refugees for 
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work. 
136

 In Denmark, the attitude is harsher. “The less you break the less money it shall remain 

in order to maintain the Nordic welfare state in the form that we know of it, today”. 
137

 Although 

the refugee crisis has meant that people want to help, there must be restrictions, due to the 

massive increase of refugees. Restrictions also require that the Refugee Convention and the right 

to asylum could be violated. 
138

 The frame building is the opinions from Scandinavian countries 

and their attitude towards refugees in connection to their role as a welfare state. The agenda 

setting is mainly focused on how to maintain the flow of refugees and help these to feel like a 

part of the new society, by providing them a work.   

 

Chapter 6. Relevance of the “change”   

The headline above is referring to a discussion of the second research question (How can one 

explain the portrayal of refugees as well as to how it changed, in the media?), whereas I shall 

mostly base the discussion on the articles used and as well as other relevant studies. So, 

observing from the articles (editorials), for example in Dagens Nyheter, it seemed to have been 

embedded with prejudices and attitudes rather than facts as the articles were saying “refugees are 

depicted as ungrateful” 
139

 and “refugee children are an asset” 
140

. This could be of an interesting 

angle of incidence, as a very small amount is viewed from refugee´s perspective and how they 

may feel when refugees are to be represented in the media. One obstacle that interfere studies 

with refugees’ identity, is that the research is “usually analyzed on how others speak or write 

about refugees – these identities are rarely presented as refugees would construct them, or in 

their own voices”. 
141

 These results are to be found, by Leudar et al, whereas they further stated 

that “refugee and asylum-seeker informants constructed their identities around hostilities 

expressed towards them in the media and by the local inhabitants”. 
142

 After analyzing all the 

articles, it was noticed that most of them normally referenced refugees as a collective of flow, 

stream or numbers, when stating about their situation, as a `whole`, for example a citation by 

Hårdh: You stop talking about people who flee and instead begin to talk about `flows and 
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volume`. 
143

 This observation is supported by Leudar et al, as the representations of refugees 

share a profound hostility, but other than that they seem to cover a diverse list of descriptions: 

floods and tidal waves, invasions, animals, weeds, disease. Stating that the media use discourses 

that marginalize refugees; has the advantage of drawing attention to the fact that expressions of 

prejudice and hostility are not simply the case of individual matters, but rather are socially shared 

and resourced by representations provided in the language of a community. 
144

 

 

The selected articles from Aftonbladet showed the expression that the Swedish refugee policy 

needs to be updated. It was mostly based upon debates of political opinion, criticism towards the 

Swedish government, and which solutions that have been utilized, and what structures are more 

convenient, in order to tackle the refugee crisis. One explanation for this can be found by 

Victoria M. Esses & Stelian Medianu, “In most Western nations today, immigration policies and 

the treatment of immigrants and refugees are contentious issues involving uncertainty and 

unease”. 
145

 On the other hand, in the editorials from Sydsvenskan, it emphasizes more on how 

Sweden has handled the refugee crisis, refugees are seen as any human beings (to flee is to be 

European) and also how the asylum reversal has been received by the various political parties in 

Sweden.  

From the articles (news) by Dagens Nyheter the focus was on the public´s opinion regarding the 

refugee crisis, in the aspect of how the public changed their view from having a sincere approach 

by welcoming the refugees and later on, realizes the actuality and wanting to receive lesser 

refugees.  

In an article by Aftonbladet the matter about refugees being unfairly distributed within the 

municipalities was raised. This, of course leads to the categorization of social class, and that the 

integration process slows and thus becomes an inefficient development of the Swedish society as 

well.  

The news contents from Sydsvenskan covered from the refugee perspective (Sweden was our 

final goal), where the refugees (also as asylum seekers) wants to start a new life, with good 

education and decent jobs. The other articles referred to the comparison with World War II, its 
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refugees and the consequences, whilst the refugee crisis in 2015 has and still is affecting Europe 

with a greater number of refugees. It was also mentioned about the welfare states being under 

huge pressure and the fact that Sweden as a State is utilizing incorrect methods that may violate 

human rights, and not taking fully account of the 1951 Refugee Convention.  

As mentioned earlier, the article by Stenberg who stated the discussion of refugee crisis by first 

mention about the image of Aylan Kurdi. 
146

 It was arguably only after Aylan Kurdis death that 

the Western public opinion and global media finally woke up. Immediately, media lenses 

focused instantly on the refugee crisis where both politicians and ordinary people had to respond. 

147
 

If we then go back to Victoria M. Esses & Stelian Medianu and their statement regarding 

media´s role when it comes to the representation of refugees, they argue that “the media play a 

large role in framing public policy and discourse about immigrants and refugees”. 
148

 This 

statement is supported by many scholars that have been doing media research. Thus, one may 

ask what role the media play. Is it the role to influence the public opinion and attitude? Media 

holds such power that when something is visible through the media, it grabs the public’s 

attention, alerting the viewers to potential mental `mind game`. “In this way, uncertainty can be 

used to media and political advantage, allowing the transformation of relatively mundane 

episodes into newsworthy events that can be sold to the public and can serve as support for 

relatively extreme political platforms”. 
149

 What about the changing portrayal of refugees, from 

this study? Nevertheless, media and civil society groups have shown themselves to be important 

players in the face of changing the depiction of refugees. 
150

 Consequently, it seems like the main 

factors lie in the hands of politics, after reading the selected articles but its actual origin come 

from the influence (core) of media, highlighting how uncertainty in people, of the real world is 

often transformed into crisis and changing attitude. So, from this study, I think the `sudden 

change` has occurred due to the media reflects on the tendency concerning the problems of 

immigration and refugees that leads to media exacerbate the specific tendency, that the society 
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decides to focus on the insignificant elements rather than necessary elements. 
151

 With support 

from framing theory, it can be concluded that the change depends on how the frame building is 

established with inputs from audience frames (e.g. journalists as audiences) and outcomes from 

media frames and how these correlate with each other, as important players in the light of media.  

 

Chapter 7. Conclusion  

The purpose of this Master thesis was to analyze the media coverage from Swedish newspaper 

during autumn 2015, with regard to the topic concerning refugees’ representation in the media. 

As the research questions have been about media´s perspective, I believe it is highly important, 

when doing a media research, to execute it in a fair but critical manner, in the sense that 

everything may not be reported by media, of what is truly happening around the world. As 

Rosling cunningly stated: “You need more than the media to grasp the world”. 
152

 By this, 

Rosling meant to say that people cannot fully rely on what the media publish. On the other hand, 

it might be difficult for media to cover all events but the principle ought to be ensured that 

information reaching out to the world is only a minor access to knowing the actual facts about, 

e.g. refugee crisis. Pre-knowledge is needed for a broader lens, in order to better understand what 

refugees are going through, that some people must flee from their home country and leave 

everything behind, even their family members. The representation of refugees in media, from 

this study has been showed from different angles, e.g. refugees are seen as ungrateful or as an 

asset for the Swedish society. One of the editorials stated that there was a lack of information 

provided to the refugees and so, this indicates that media tend to generate a negative frame of 

refugees. The other articles put more focus on the Swedish government, its actions and opinion 

about the refugee crisis, and what measures that had been taken into account. The altered image 

of refugees, according to this study, was due to a system collapse within a welfare State as 

Sweden that has already received many refugees from earlier period. Another reason may be that 

Sweden thought to be able to cope with the refugee crisis; however the situation got worse, other 

countries closing their borders and the EU not being able to maintain their task. Thus the media 
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may not always `promote` news from a refugee’ perspective and governments needs to better its 

communication with the media about refugees, providing information on positive refugee 

outcomes and contributions. I therefore suggest further research of how refugees and asylum 

seekers consider of media and its portrayal of themselves, as it seem to exist very less research 

on the topic, and it could be of importance as well as an eye-opener to the outer world. It is 

essential that media portrayals of refugees do not serve the function of transforming uncertainty 

(double standard) into a crisis. 
153
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